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Anna Karolina is back!
Forceful and
unscrupulous
female protagonists
The Defender
“One of us will die today.”
It’s Christmas eve when Jasmine Moretti utters the
fatal words to her twin brother Nicolas. He waves
her off, and together they celebrate Christmas in
a bar bathroom, by doing coke, keeping the party
going until they pass out on Jasmine’s couch. Only
one of them wakes again.
The laid off and very hung over Police officer Ebba
Tapper is awoken by a stubborn knocking on her
door. In the stairwell stands the notorious lawyer
Angela Köhler who has just taken on a client with
a huge media buzz. Angela needs Ebba’s help and
won’t take no for an answer. Suddenly, Ebba is a
legal associate in the hottest murder investigation
in the country.
The Defender
375 pages

THE FIRST BOOK IN THE NEW EBBA TAPPER SERIES

Fast pace and
nerve-wracking from
the first page
4

anna karolina

author photo: Martin Magntorn

Anna Karolina is Sweden’s coolest
former police officer and one of our
best crime writers. She depictures
the antiheroes, their complicated
relationships and their fight against
everyone, including themselves, in
an initiated and direct way that
makes you devour the stories. And
not only does her books sell well,
they are also read widely by her big
fan base in Swedish prisons.

bibliography
2020 – The Defender
2018/2019 – Co-writer to the Herkules-series
2017 – Seven Figures
2016 – Lost Face
2015 – And None Remain
2014 – Savage Congress

rights
sweden: Bokfabriken

Anna Karolina
at Grandagency.se
55

author photo: Kajsa Göransson

rebecka e. aldén

Rebecka E. Aldén previously worked as the second editor-in-chief for the largest fashion magazine in Scandinavia, and has been a part of the media industry for fifteen years. She made
her literary debut in 2015 and was shortlisted for “Best Debut of the Year” by The Swedish
Academy of Crime Writers. With her third standalone novel, Deadline, she re-enters an
environment she knows by heart, the inside of a contemporary magazine’s editorial office.
66

With vibes of
“The Devil Wears Prada”
and Liane Moriarty’s
”Big Little Lies”

DEADLINE
370 pages

DEADLINE
Get a glimpse from the inside of a contemporary women’s magazine’s editorial office from
its least flattering angle. Deadline is a relationship thriller about the workplace from hell.
When Anna gets her dream job at the lifestyle magazine Suzanna, she enters a world she
had only seen from a distant before. The editor-in-chief Diana Gray is a former reality
show-diva and now a popular influencer, with great charisma and a lot of celebrity friends.
Anna is drawn in by Diana’s mesmerizing star glance. Until she realizes something is seriously wrong at her new job.
Anna’s new boss is obviously hiding something. What is it that Diana wants to keep a secret at any cost? Everything develops into a serious game of life and death, and the stakes
turn out to be higher than Anna could have ever imagined.

Welcome to “Suzanna” – a workplace to die for!
bibliography
2020 – DEADLINE
2017 – AND FLOWERS DIE

rights
sweden: norstedts

2015 – THE EIGHTH DEADLY SIN

Rebecka E. Aldén at Grandagency.se
77

marianne cedervall

author photo: eva lindblad

Warm Humor, Cold Murders

bibliography

rights

2020 – Die for Our Sins

Sweden: lind & co

2020 – When the Last Verse Rings out
2018 – Kissed by the Dew
2017 – Where the Sun Never Shines
2016 – Leave the Past at Rest
2015 – Marked by Shadows
2009-2019 – The Mirjam and Hervor Series, 6 titles

88

Marianne Cedervall
at Grandagency.se

brand new mystery crime series
starring detective priest Samuel Williams

A modern
Father Brown!

Die for Our Sins

Priest Samuel Williams has reluctantly taken a position in a
sleepy village in Dalarna. But when he arrives, he realizes the
job might not bring as much peace and quiet as he thought.
Just outside of the church, a dead man has been placed up
against two iron crosses, making it look as if he was crucified.
During the police investigation, Samuel’s job is to cooperate
with Criminal Inspector Maja-Sofia Rantatalo. Simultaneously he needs to mediate between the different members of the
parish when centuries old conflicts rise to the surface.
Die for Our Sins

Samuel and Maja-Sofia make a great team, but the closer the
investigation gets to a solution, the closer the priest and the
Criminal Inspector get to each other …

350 pages

“Marianne Cedervall delivers an endearing mix of feel good and detective novel where
everyday life suddenly tumbles for the protagonist. She holds the reader in a firm grip
until the threads are pulled together.” Dast Magazine / sweden

The Mullvald series

The Mullvald Series
250.000 copies
sold in Sweden

Anki and Tryggve are the retirees solving crimes,
often to their own surprise. In this wonderful series full
of Icelandic horses, truffle dogs, and spooky murders,
anything can happen in Mullvald village.

Marked by
Shadows

Leave the Past
at Rest

Where the Sun
Never Shines

Kissed by
the Dew

when the last
verse rings out

299 pages

301 pages

295 pages

310 pages

335 pages
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ANNA
JANSSON

author photo: leif hansen

author photo: anna-lena Ahlstraöm

a fount of
good stories

4 million copies sold in sweden!
bibliography – MAria WErn

rights - MAria wern

2020 – The death list

sweden: norstedts

2019 – My heart is yours

Czech Republic: motto

2018 – Woman on the bench

Denmark: People’s Press

2017 – What you do not know

estonia: eesti ramat

And 17 more titles.

Finland: gummerus
japan: tokyo sogen

film rights - maria wern

the netherlands: de rode kamer

eyeworks / warner bros, sweden

turkey: marti

Poland: publicat

Anna Jansson at Grandagency.se
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the death list
347 pages

Most listened audiobook on
Storytel between January and
May 2020!

bibliography – kristoffer bark

rights - kristoffer bark

2020 – The shadow behind you

sweden: norstedts

2019 – daughter missing

Denmark: People’s Press
Estonia: Eesti Raamat

Full English translations available!

Finland: Gummerus
Germany: Blanvalet

new crime series kristoffer bark
THE SHADOW BEHIND YOU
Detective Inspector Kristoffer Bark and his group of misfit colleagues have been assigned a cold case. A recently widowed primary
school teacher and mother, Emelie Kartman, went missing ten
years ago. Three years later she was found at the bottom of a lake,
in a barrel spiked with hundreds of three-inch nails.
Kristoffer Bark soon discovers that the prior investigation was
deeply flawed and realizes that the killer might still be out there,
in search of a new victim.

THE SHADOW BEHIND YOU
kristoffer bark 2
399 pages

The Shadow Behind You is a story about power and manipulation,
fear and inadequacy. A frightening depiction of how a perfectly
functioning life can be torn into pieces.

30.000 copies
sold the first month!
Daughter Missing

daughter missing
Kristoffer Bark 1
399 pages

Five years ago, Detective Inspector Kristoffer Bark’s daughter disappeared
without a trace. She is assumed to have drowned, but her body was never
found. Bark has spent the last years walking mile after mile along the coast
in search of Vera.
Three years after Vera’s disappearance, a young nurse goes missing from
the same place. The investigation leads nowhere and is closed, but
Kristoffer Bark re-opens it as a cold case. The missing woman resembles
his daughter. Soon Bark realizes that there are more connections than he
first imagined.
.

110.000 copies sold
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top notch criminal journalism

THE BOOK THAT CLOSED
THE PALME CASE
The findings of Thomas Pettersson
renewed the police investigation of
suspect Stig Engström in 2017, WHICH led
to the final judiciary closure in June 2020.
THE UNLIKELY MURDERER
370 pages

THE UNLIKELY MURDERER
For 34 years the unresolved murder of Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme has haunted an
entire nation – not to say the world. After 12 years of research that resulted in the book
The Unlikely Murderer, journalist Thomas Pettersson brought the case to an end.
He had not only written a bestseller, he had also solved the murder that had left the Swedish police perplexed.

“This is the first time I find a trace really substantial. This is not just speculation, but facts
based on real witness accounts about a person who obviously was present at the crime
scene. It’s totally crazy that Engström was dismissed as a suspect from the investigation.”
Olof Palme’s son Mårten Palme
“Interesting about Thomas Pettersson’s research and interviews, is that he returned to the
scene of the crime, and stuck to it. He studied the first, unaffected hearings with the witnesses, and then dug further from there. The result was sensational and most importantly,
nothing in his book has been possible to disprove since it was published in 2018. Rather
the opposite, the Swedish police in June 2020 presented the exact same solution to the
murder as Thomas presents in his book. We are talking about one of the most extensive
murder investigations in the world – hence a journalistic achievement of the same
magnitude. The book being thrilling and actually easy to read – even though it is about a
murder case being pushed back and forth for over 30 years – is just an additional plus.”
Tobias Regnell, publisher at Offside Press

12

‘‘

Hearing the Chief Prosecutor present the
solution was like listening to someone read
aloud from Thomas Pettersson’s book.”
A journalist from Swedish Television just after
the press conference

‘‘

I wasn’t the least bit surprised, the evidence against Engström seems convincing. I
reacted specifically on his his attention-seeking
behavior as ’witness’ to the murder, as well as,
of course, the ex-wife’s condescending statement about him and his suicide.”

author photo: Henrik Brunnsgård

James W. Clarke, retired Professor of Political
Science at the University of Arizona and USA’s
foremost expert on political murders

thomas pettersson
rights

film rights

sweden: Offside Press

flx film, sweden

Finland: Otava
USA: tba

30.000 copies
sold in Sweden!

Thomas Pettersson at Grandagency.se
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author photo: kajsa göransson

CILLA & ROLF BÖRJLIND

‘‘

sweden’s best crime story tellers

Sometimes when reading a crime novel, you get annoyed
at things that are solely entertaining. However, you usually only get
annoyed when it is not well written. This is rarely the case when the
Börjlinds are on the move, they have written many great TV scripts
over the years and it shows. They can keep a high pace without losing
commitment.”
Dagens Nyheter, Sweden

14
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frozen gold

A mystery that goes back a half-century
At the end of a long hot summer, the body of a man is found in
a melted snow pocket in the Arjeplog mountains. The man was
shot to death approximately twenty years ago. Olivia Rönning is
sent to investigate the case.

“The much-awaited sixth installment about Rönning and Stilton delivers top quality excitement.”
Amelia / sweden

frozen gold
411 pages

The Olivia Rönning and Tom Stilton series
No. 1 on

Der Spiegel

top list!

spring tide

the third voice

black dawn

442 pages

462 pages

419 pages

sleep, little
willow
465 pages

gangrene
440 pages

check out Page 39 for the audio original
by the börjlind father-daughter duo

rights
Sweden: Norstedts

Germany: btb/Random House

Norway: Gyldendal

Belgium: AW Bruna

Greece: Papadopulos Kyriakos

Portugal: 20|20 Editora

Brazil: Rocco

Hungary: Cartaphilus

Romania: Editura Paralela 45

Bulgaria: ERA Publishers

Israel: Kinneret Zmora

Russia: EKSMO

China: Chongqing Green Culture Co

Japan: Tokyo Sogensha

Serbia: Vulkan

Croatia: Znanje

Korea: THENAN Publishing Co

Slovakia: Ikar a.s.

Czech Republic: Euromedia

Latvia: Zvaigzne ABC Publishers

Slovenia: Xaloxba - kms

Denmark: Rosinante

Lithuania: Media Incognito

Turkey: Koridor Publishing

Estonia: Kirjastus Sinisukk
Finland: Schildts & Söderström

/Obuolys
The Netherlands: AW Bruna

Cilla & Rolf Börjlind at Grandagency.se

Film rights
available
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A new case for Brekke and Torp
THE GREY AREA
A past murder.
A buried lie.
A new revelation.
Harald Uteng is a retired Criminal Investigator and a legend at the
Norwegian police. To keep himself occupied he studies old cases, as
the murder of 17-year-old Malin Rekve in Aremark, 1991.
Anton Brekke was a police trainee in the small village when Malin was
killed, and a part of the investigation team together with Uteng. When
Uteng is found drowned, Brekke mourns the death of his old mentor,
but at first he doesn’t suspect anything but a tragic accident.

THE GREY AREA
351 pages

Is Uteng’s death connected to the old murder and did they convict the
right person back in 1991? The detective duo Brekke and Torp start an
unofficial investigation and travel to Aremark to learn more.

“Fjell confirms his position as one of the best Norwegian crime writers”
Nettavisen, Norway

“Fjell masters the crime genre to the backbone […] As thrill and entertainment goes,
this is brilliant.”
Fredriksstad Blad, NOrway

Over 500.000
copies sold!
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the snitch

the shadow room

the avenger

the PREDATOR

the fortune hunter

hide and seek

383 pages

483 pages

368 pages

489 pages

551 pages

447 pages

bibliography

rights

2020 – THE GREY AREA

norway: capitana

2019 – hide and seek

Czech Republic: Omega/Dobrovský

Latvia: Zvaigzne ABC

2016 – The Fortune Hunter

Denmark: People’s Press

Korea: Wisdom House

Finland: Harper Collins

Poland: Czarna Owca

2014 – The Predator
2013 – The Avenger
2012 – The Shadow Room
2010 – The Snitch

germany: goldmann

Portugal: dom quixote

Iceland: Bókabeitan

Slovakia: Marencin

Israel: Kor’im Publishers

Sweden: Harper Collins

Jan-Erik Fjell at Grandagency.se

multi-layered storylines 17
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author photo: Torstein Gamst

jan-erik
fjell

author photo: John Andresen

• Nominated for the Riverton prize 2020
• Youngest recipient of the Norwegian Bookseller prize
• On the top-10 list of the decade’s best selling crime novels in Norway
(only Nesbo sold more)

Jonas
MoSTRÖM

high end classic crime
author photo: Eva Lindblad

‘‘

Jonas Moström writes pacily, with an
effective dexterity and intensity that never
fades, forcing you to read through the night
towards a dawn that is never as light as you
expect.” arne dahl

Norstedts’s voices on their new crime author

“Jonas Moström is already one of Sweden’s leading crime writers and we are very
proud that he has chosen Norstedts as his new publisher. Now, we want to make the
uniqueness of his books even more unique in the belief that his best-selling books will
reach even more readers worldwide.”
HÅKAN BRAVINGER, LITERARY DIRECTOR

“It is incredibly fun to welcome Jonas Moström to Norstedts. He is a skilled author
whose books I stretch read. He knows the art of creating really exciting page-turners
with a high tempo, and with interesting characters you are always happy to see again. I
look forward to work with Jonas on the upcoming books about Nathalie Svensson and
Johan Axberg.”
ERIKA DEGARD, PUBLISHER

rights

2020 – THE CHAMELEON

Sweden: Norstedts

2019 – the shooter

Czech Republic: xyz, Albatros

2015 – Domino Death

netherlands: ambo anthos

2014 – Higher Than the Sky

Norway: Goliat Forlag
Poland: Czarna Owca
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Jonas Moström at Grandagency.se

Kui Sundsvalli politsei palub abi kurjategijate proﬁleerimise grupilt,
ei tule Nathalie Svenssoni
otsus
kergelt.
Ta on jätnud seljataha trauOVER 50.000
SOLGTE
I NORGE!
maatilised sündmused ja soovib aja maha võtta.

AGA KUI SELGUB, ET TEMA ÕDE
ESTELLE OLI VIIMANE, KES
ERIK JENSENIT ELUSANA NÄGI,
VÕTAB NATHALIE VÄLJAKUTSE VASTU.
Algab jaht sundkäitumise all kannatavale mõrvarile, et leida õigel
ajal üles Erik Jensen. Kus oli mõrvar peitnud Hoffmanit? Kas lisandumas on veel ohvreid? Ja mis kõige tähtsam – mida tähendavad
doominokivid?

ISBN 978-82-9343-075-9

9 788293 430759

Ühel ööl saab ta tekstisõnumi kuulsalt näitlejalt Rickard Ekengårdilt,
kellega paar nädalat tagasi öö veetis. Mees tahab temaga kohtuda
Karlaplani väljakul ja pärast mõningast kõhklust on Nathalie nõus.
Kohale jõudes näeb naine pealt, kuidas meest selga tulistatakse
ja ta purskkaevu heidetakse. Rünnak on peaaegu äravahetamiseni
sarnane kümne aasta taguse lahenduseta jäänud juhtumiga, kui
mõrvati Nathalie kihlatu.

KAS SAATUS MÄNGIB LIHTSALT JULMA
VINGERPUSSI VÕI ON KAKS MÕRVA
OMAVAHEL SEOTUD?
Ning mida tähendavad varjatud numbrilt saabuma hakkavad hirmutavad tekstisõnumid? Peagi on Nathalie tõmmatud judinaid tekitavasse sündmustejadasse, mis võtab tõele lähemale jõudes aina
süngemaid varjundeid.

„Taevastes kõrgustes” on Jonas Moströmi esimene Nathalie Svenssoni sarja raamat.

„DOOMINOMÕRV” ON NATHALIE SVENSSONI SARJA TEINE RAAMAT.

Midnattspiker er den fristtsående, tredje boken i serien om
Nathalie Svensson og Johan Axberg.

JONAS MOSTRÖM

G

kirjastuskunst.ee

Germany: Ullstein

et feires valborg i Uppsala - studentenes store høytid.
Men den livlige atmosfæren forsvinner når to kvinnelige
studenter blir voldtatt i løpet av noen dager. Kort tid etter
finner man enda et offer. Denne gangen er kvinnen kvalt til døde
og nøye plassert i det Anatomiske teateret i en av universitetets
eldre bygninger.
Uroen sprer seg og politiet frykter flere brutale overfall.
Nathalie Svensson, Nordens fremste ekspert på psykopater, og
politioverbetjent Johan Axberg fra Sundvallspolitiet kalles inn
for å bistå i etterforskningen. De har nettopp avsluttet en sak
sammen, og til tross for omstendighetene ser de frem til å se
hverandre igjen.
Mye tyder på at det dreier seg om én gjerningsmann; alle
ofrene er studenter, på samme alder og veldig like i utseendet.
Mistanken rettes mot en mann som tidligere er blitt dømt for flere
voldteker og som nettopp har sluppet ut av fengsel. Han mangler
alibi, men Nathalie mistenker at løsningen ikke er fullt så enkel ...

”Jonas Moström skriver med en urokkelig
intensitet som tvinger leseren gjennom natten... ”
ARNE DAHL

KRIM

TAEVAStES KÕRGUStES

2016 – Midnight Girls

D

JONAS MOSTRÖM

Finland: Gummerus

NATHALIE SVENSSONI SARJA
TEINE RAAMAT

Uppsala psühhiaater Nathalie Svensson on lõpuks ometi eluga
rahul. Ta on äsja lahutanud ja muretsenud endale korteri Stockholmi, kus veedab aega, kui lapsed on koos isaga.

DOOMINOMÕRV

2017 – Till Death Do Us Part

FRA FORFATTEREN AV DEN DU IKKE SER OG DOMINODØDEN

Sundsvalli haigla vanemarst Erik Jensen kaob öise vahetuse ajal jäljetult. Komissar Johan Axberg seostab juhtumit psühhiaater Thomas
Hoffmaniga, kes kadus haiglast kolm ööpäeva varem. Kui Hoffman
siis julmalt tapetuna leitakse, viitab kõik asjaolule, et teda on paar
päeva enne mõrva vangis hoitud. Nii Hoffmani kui Jenseni puhul on
kurjategija jätnud endast maha ühe doominokivi.

JONAS MOSTRÖM

2019 – 7 days (short stories) Denmark: People’s Press
Estonia: Kunst
2018 – Taken by Shadows

kirjastuskunst.ee

bibliography

KÕIKIDEST OHTUDEST SUURIM
ON ALAHINNATA OMA VAENLAST...

JONAS MOSTRÖM

A new case for psychiatrist Nathalie Svensson and
criminal inspector Johan Axberg

THE Chameleon
Lawyer Sophie Ceder is strangled to death during a massage appointment at a luxurious spa in Stockholm. Everything indicates that it is
the serial killer The Chameleon who has struck again, after a break of
seven years. The man with the thousand faces strangles his victims
and leaves a dice as a souvenir.
Nathalie Svensson, Johan Axberg, and the other members of the Swedish national profiling team are called in. In the search for Sweden’s
most elaborate serial killer, they are forced into a roleplay where their
private as well as their professional identities are threatened.
The Chameleon is the seventh standalone title in Jonas Moström’s

THE chameleon

crime series about psychiatrist Nathalie Svensson and Criminal In-

413 pages

spector Johan Axberg. It is the first book published by Norstedts.

400.000 copies
sold in Sweden
the nathalie svensson series

Not so bloody, but full of suspense, Moström’s popular and award-winning series following psychiatrist and criminal profiler Nathalie Svensson includes contemporary crime fiction, traditional
investigations and Scandinavian settings, where the relationships are as thrilling as the murder
mysteries.

higher than
the sky

Domino
death

midnight
girls

till death do
us part

taken by
shadows

297 pages

320 pages

400 pages

421 pages

423 pages

the shooter
424 pages
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author photo: Eva Lindblad

karin
ASPENSTRÖM
Atmospheric suspense

A well-written and exciting novel where past and
present are woven together
“Exceptionally thrilling in both stories, the one from the thirties and the one
in present time. Aspenström successfully uses the stereotypes about abandoned houses, forests, hidden secrets, odd locals and a horrifying credible
extreme nationalism, that of course exists in Svartbol as well as elsewhere.”
dagens nyheter, sweden

dark tracks

Author Kaj Lomme leaves Stockholm and ends up in a small village
in Värmland county, a seemingly idyllic place, but Kaj soon realizes
that he is being observed. In the walls of the house he is in, he finds
letters from the late thirties when a tragic event supposedly took
place in the village.

Jonas M

dark tracks

The tracks lead him to an old, forgotten hate crime and a love story
with a bloody ending. As the village’s dark history is revealed, Kaj
begins to realize that someone does not want him there, and soon
his own life is in danger.

244 pages

20
20

bibliography

rights

2019 – Dark Tracks

sweden: lind & co

Karin Aspenström at Grandagency.se

author photo: GÖRAN SEGEHOLM

hanna
lindberg
contemporary
and original
page turners
bibliography
stockholm confidential & stockholm grotesque
Swedish journalist Solveig Berg plays a dangerous game in a world full
of greed, jealousy and blackmailing. Set in a contemporary fast paced
Stockholm where people are willing to kill to achieve their dreams.

2017 – stockholm grotesque
2015 – stockholm confidential

rights
sweden: norstedts
Czech Republic: No Limits
Estonia: Eesti Raamat
Finland: Storytel
Germany: Goldmann
Italy: Longanesi
Latvia: Lauku Avize
Lithuania: Media Incognito
the Netherlands:
Meulenhoff Boekerij

stockholm
grotesque

stockholm
confidential

439 pages

397 pages

Poland: Edipresse Książki
Spain: Roca Editorial

Hanna Lindberg at
Grandagency.se

Moström at Grand Agency’s webb
“Solveig Berg kicks ass!”
frederika van traa, meulenhoff boekerij

HANNA
LINDBERG

Konkurs na Kucharza Roku przyciąga wszystkich tych, którzy liczą się
w sztokholmskiej branży gastronomicznej – na gali nie mogło więc zabraknąć również dziennikarki Solveig Berg. Nieoczekiwanie wieczór
kończy się jednak dramatycznie: redaktor naczelna portalu, dla którego
pracuje Solveig, zostaje zastrzelona przez nieznanego sprawcę.
Policja podąża fałszywym tropem, więc Solveig rozpoczyna własne śledztwo. Okazuje się, że hermetycznym środowiskiem czołowych kucharzy
w Szwecji rządzą mroczne siły. Im dalej dziennikarka brnie, tym bardziej
niebezpieczne staje się jej dochodzenie.

© Linda Alfvegren

HANNA LINDBERG
(ur. 1981) jest dziennikarką mieszkającą na co dzień w Sztokholmie.
Pracowała jako reporterka w jednym z największych szwedzkich
dzienników „Aftonbladet” i była
popularną felietonistką w dzienniku „Metro”. Jako redaktorka w
czasopismach należących do grupy wydawniczej Bonnier Tidskrifter
zajmowała się tematyką branży
gastronomicznej. Jako pisarka
zadebiutowała w 2014 roku powieścią Sekrety Sztokholmu,
która została wydana w jedenastu krajach.
Audiobook
do słuchania na:

POLECAMY

SMAK PRAWDY

Smak prawdy to kolejna powieść autorki Sekretów Sztokholmu, docenionego na arenie międzynarodowej debiutu. Tym razem akcja toczy się
w scenerii luksusowych restauracji, gdzie pogoń za wpływami przesłania
wszystko inne.

HANNA LINDBERG
Intrygujący, zaskakujący, przewrotny.
Dla miłośników szwedzkich kryminałów

ISBN 978-83-8117-316-2

Cena: 39,90 zł
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elisabeth
norebäck
author photo: viktor gårdsäter

Domestic noir – Scandinavian style
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
An outstanding psychological thriller
debut that deals with two of our greatest
fears; losing your child and losing your
mind. Tell Me You’re Mine is a story
of guilt, grief, and the delicate balance
between love and obsession.
tell me you’re mine
420 pages

‘‘Makes you hold your breath until the
last page.” viva, finland
‘‘Utterly compelling, destined for the big screen.”

‘‘A pure thriller, sending sparks between the
pages.” politiken, denmark

peterborough evening telegraph, uk

איפה עובר הקו הדק
?בין תקווה לשגעון

מותחן
פסיכולוגי
משובח

Sunday Times

rights
Sweden: Polaris
Argentina: Espasa/Planeta
Brazil: Verus
Bulgaria: ERA Publishers
Denmark: Politiken
Chile: Espasa/Planeta
China: Beijing White Horse Time
Czech Republic: Knihy/Omega
Estonia: Pegasus
Finland: Like
France and Canada: Bragelonne
Germany: Heyne
Greece: Dioptra
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Hungary: Animus

Russia: AST

Iceland: Tindur

Serbia: Vulkan

Israel: Dani books

Spain: Espasa/Planeta

Italy: Editricie Nord

Taiwan: PCUSER/Cite Publ. Group

Japan: Hayakawa

Turkey: Penguen Kitap

Korea: Golden Time

UK: Allison & Busby

Latvia: Latvijas Mediji

USA and Canada: G.P. Putnam’s Sons/pRH

Mexico: Espasa/Planeta
The Netherlands: Prometheus
Norway: Aschehoug

bibliography

Poland: Zysk

2017 – tell me you’re mine

Portugal: Porto
Romania: Editura Trei

Elisabeth Norebäck at Grandagency.se
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andreas norman

‘‘

Norman is an innovative stylist with
a sense of intimacy to the text which is
almost claustrophobic, especially at the
roller-coaster climax.” financial times, usa

author photo: emil malmborg

Stories with confidence and richness
impossible to put down

Swedish Homeland!
bibliography
2017 – Silent War
2013 – Into A Raging Blaze
silent war
288 pages

into a raging
blazE
487 pages

rights
Sweden: Albert Bonniers
Czech Republic: Euromedia

Clever and entertaining thrillers about lies and power,
betrayal and love. Full of tension combining domestic
drama with spy novel suspense.

‘‘

A modern take on the spy
thriller... A Le Carré-esque yarn that’s
rooted in verisimilitude.”

Estonia: Hea Lugu
the Netherlands: Karakter
Norway: Gyldendal
Slovakia: Ikar
UK: Quercus
USA: Quercus

film rights
anagram film, sweden

independent, uk

e
Shortlisted for th
ional Dagger
CWA Internat Award

Andreas Norman at
Grandagency.se
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author photo: peter ramberg

peter
stjernström
Contemporary. Smart. Sharp.

“ Stjernström creates an eerie atmosphere
and a series of truly unpleasant scenes in
this well-composed thriller, which inevitably
makes you think about the rabid dog in
Stephen King’s classic from the 80s –
CUJO.”
btj, sweden
“ What a book, what a story! Scary, good
pageturner. 5 of 5.”
bokprataren, sweden

on a gloomy island
hides a dark history

station k

rights

386 pages

Sweden: bladh by bladh
Czech Republic: xyz, Albatros media
Estonia: Kunst

station k

A riveting thriller about a young pregnant woman, her
mother and a betrayal with immense consequences. And
about cats, a parasitic disease and top-secret research
experiments on animals conducted during the 1980s to
develop a biological weapon. With terrifying twists, Peter
Stjernström places the readers in a no-man’s land where
the unthinkable becomes possible.
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hungary: trivium kiadó
Poland: poradnia k

bibliography
2019 – station k
2016 – The Cage Girl
2015 – The Butterfly Boy
2011 – The Best Book in the World

Peter Stjernström
at Grandagency.se

UK edition
summer 2020
the home
315 pages

the home

Joel’s mother suffers from dementia.
The retirement home she is moved to,
turns out to be a living hell.
An eerie tale of love, friendship and
the biggest fear of all: losing control
of oneself.

US edition
fall 2020

author photo: henric lindsten

mats
strandberg
the stephen king of sweden

blood cruise
476 pages

blood cruise

Something evil is on board the cruise
ship and in the middle of the Baltic,
there is nowhere to run.

O ver 150.000

copies sold

rights

film rights

Sweden: norstedts

blood cruise

Brazil: Editora Morro Branco Ltda

silvio entertainment,

Czech Republic: Host

sweden and

Denmark: Modtryk

imaginarium, uk

Finland: Like
France: Bragelonne

the home

Germany: Fischer Tor

sic film, sweden

Greece: Kedros

inland, sweden

Italy: Giunti
Poland: Marginesy
serbia: vulkan

bibliography

Turkey: Eksik Parça Yayınları

2017 – The home

UK: Jo Fletcher Books/Quercus

2015 – blood cruise

USA: Quercus

2009 – half lives

Mats Strandberg at Grandagency.se

You will love his characters
– and fear for their lives
“ Very cinematic and with characters
that have fine psychological depth.
This is a brilliant story.”
svt, swedish television

“ Such nice character portraits.
So initiated depicted, yet never
overloaded. Thrilling.”
john ajvide lindqvist, horror
author
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Lone Theils
Smart Suspense and multilayered characters
bibliography

rights

2019 – hushed up

denmark: lindhardt og ringhof

2018 – The Witch Boy

Czech Republic: Euromedia

2016 – The Blue Poet´s Wife

Finland: Aula & Co

author photo: hazel thompson

2015 – Fatal Crossing

Germany: Rowohlt
Greece: Metaixmio

film rights

Japan: Hayakawa
norway: cappelen damm

reinvent packaging,

Portugal: Penguin random house

denmark

Russia: Eksmo
Sweden: Norstedts

Lone Theils at Grandagency.se

hushed up

A local police chief in Toppingham, UK is decapitated, and the murder
is filmed and aired online. The small town is shaken to its foundations.
Nora Sand is sent to the town by Global Magazine to cover the cruel
story. The case is much more complicated and horrible than it first
seemed and many in town are willing to kill to keep their secrets hidden.
hushed up
304 pages

The nora sand Series

Nora Sand is an ambitious and hot headed Danish journalist working for Global, a magazine that covers international news. She’s professional and curious which sometimes gets her mixed up in more violent and dangerous
stories than her boss appreciates.

“ Fatal Crossing creeps up on you, and
before you know it, you are hooked.”
stefan Ahnhem, author of
the ninth grave
“A crime novel that can definitely be
recommended.”
buchwelt, germany
The witch boy

The blue poet’s

fatal crossing

272 pages

wife

298 pages

304 pages

“As always Lone Theils is on top of
world events and true to habit she
writes like a dream.”
femina, denmark
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hÅKAN öSTLUNDH
bibliography

rights

2019 – THE false PROPHET

Sweden: polaris

2018 – THE WINTER OF THE PROPHET

czech republic: omega

2004 - 2014 – THE FREDRIK BROMAN

germany: goldmann

CRIME SERIES, 7 TITLES

italy: sem
the netherlands: ambo anthos

film rights
stella nova, sweden

Håkan Östlundh at Grandagency.se

author photo: henric lindsten

multifaceted intrigue

The Prophet Trilogy
THE WINTER OF THE PROPHET, part I
After Elias father is killed in a bombing, he teams up with his father’s boss to
find out who is behind the attack and why. Situations spiral out of control and
shortly they find themselves fighting for their lives against powerful enemies.
the winter of the prophet
364 pages

THE false PROPHET, part II
Elias is recruited to infiltrate his father’s killer and his shady business empire.
When the mission leads him into a relationship with the killer’s daughter, it becomes a dangerous game with high stakes, both morally and emotionally.

the false prophet
344 pages

THE PROPHET, part III - coming in 2021
“Murder, corruption, abuse of power and forbidden love.
Boiled down to an exciting brew of the kind you can not put
away. Nothing is what it seems and the leads point straight
into the governing party.” aftonbladet, sweden
“Engaging and intelligent” BTJ, sweden

German editions out
May, July and September 2021!
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Agathe – a novel to fall in love with
Anne Cathrine Bomann’s debut novel is a universal story about
loneliness and what it means to make friends at any stage in life.
Agathe is a bittersweet tale for fans of My Name is Lucy Barton,
A Man Called Ove and The Guest Cat.

agathe
112 pages

“Astounding.”
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, germany

*****

Independent, United Kingdom

anne cathrine bomann
2017 – agathe

rights

Denmark: Brændpunkt & Gyldendal

Japan: Hayakawa

Brazil: Numa Editora

korea: solbitkil

Canada: Éditions La Peuplade

Lithuania: Balto

Canada (English): Book*hug Press

Netherlands: Signatuur

Catalan: Anagrama

Norway: Gloria

China: United Sky

Poland: Stara Szkola

czech republic: host

Russia: Corpus

Egypt: Sefsafa Culture & Publishing

Serbia: Vulkan

(Arabic world rights )

Spain: Anagrama

Estonia: Hea Lugu

Sweden: Sekwa

Finland: Gummerus

TAIWAN: Marco Polo Press

France: Éditions La Peuplade

UK: SCEPTRE

Germany: hanserblau

VIETNAM: TAZANO COMPANY

author photo: Diana Juncher

dense, beautiful
AND grand prose

bibliography

Hungary: Jelenkor
Iceland: Bjartur
Italy: Iperborea
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Anne Cahtrine Bomann
at Grandagency.se

JOHANNA FRID
author photo: jennifer sameland

DARING AND POIGNANT
bibliography
2018 – Nora, or Burn Oslo Burn

rights
Sweden – ellerströms
CZECH REPUBLIC: MOTTO, albatros
Denmark: GAD
the Netherlands: Podium
Norway: Aschehoug
Poland: Stara Szkoła
Russia: sindbad

film rights

Dagens Nyheter
20l9
Culture Prize

newland film, sweden

Johanna Frid
at Grandagency.se

nora, or burn oslo burn

How jealous can a person be? How often can you look at a stranger’s
Instagram? How much menstrual pain do you have to endure? Is
Norway the heart of paradise?
In Nora, or Burn Oslo Burn, an autofictional novel full of black comedy,
Johanna Frid turns her sharp eye to two of our time’s most serious
female ailments: Instagram and endometriosis.

nora, or burn oslo burn
188 pages

said by the press
‘‘Sparkling, poetic language that takes the reader by storm.”
Hufvudstadsbladet, Finland

‘‘Johanna Frid is incredibly funny with a sharp and
black humour.”
aftenposten, norway

‘‘There’s no doubt about it: this is a brilliant novel.”
sydsvenskan, sweden

‘‘A joy to read.”

aftonbladet, sweden
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over 300.000

the salon d’amour series copies sold

The Goddess of Fate

Mothers-In-Law

Partners Out of Step

at salon d’amour

Unlimited

355 pages

330 pages

320 pages

An Unexpected Love
Story
355 pages

Angelika Lagermark runs a hair salon and puts an extra spice to everyday life by matchmaking.
Keeping it a well-hidden secret, her customers are clueless. They just accidently fall victim to
love.

ANNA jansson
Embracing and tickling
bibliography, feel good

author photo: Marianne Westerlund

The books are a celebration to ordinary troubles without ordinary solutions. The longing
for love and friendship, small town problems, nasty neighbors and family issues. But nothing is
impossible to solve for the heartwarming hero and Goddess of Fate – Angelika welcomes you in!

2018 – An Unexpected Love Story
2016 – Mothers-In-Law Unlimited
2014 –The Goddess of Fate at Salon d’Amour

rights
Sweden: norstedts
Czech Republic: Dobrovsky
Denmark: Turbine
Estonia: Eesti Ramat
Finland: Gummerus
France: Robert Laffont
Germany: btb, Random House
Italy: Salani
Poland: Media Rodzina
Turkey: Beyaz Baykus Publishing

Anna Jansson at Grandagency.se
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author photo: Gabriel Liljevall

2017 – Partners Out of Step

Håkan norebäck
author photo: Gabriel Liljevall

URGENT prose
bibliography
2020 – one last winter

rights
Sweden: forum

Håkan Norebäck at Grandagency.se

one last winter

Jonny Bergman is released from prison and dedicated to start over.
He wants to make things right and to get close to his family again.
But it seems neither his family nor the inhabitants of his small hometown will let him forget what role he was assigned.
When his father suddenly dies and the family firm needs to be saved, Jonny gets involved in his brother’s dirty business. He is suffering from painful childhood memories of tragedy, accusation, and
abuse. Jonny relapses into his former addiction, and one morning
he wakes up bloody. He can’t remember a thing from the night before – did he finally take vengeance on the person he swore never
to forgive?

one last winter
272 pages

One Last Winter is a story about guilt and atonement. About a boy who died and a boy who
survived. And about no one forgetting about your past – least of all yourself.

“With tiny little shiftings [Norebäck] manages to give a precise depiction of the one
speaking; a child, a broken petty junkie, a violent dealer, a police officer, old classmates
who became entrepreneurs. It is of such high class that I look forward to his next story.”
Dagens Nyheter, SWEden

“Equal parts family drama as suspense novel, skillfully sewn together in this debut novel
that doesn’t shy away from difficult subjects.”
expressen, SWEden
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Jenny jägerfeld &
Mats strandberg

Icons of horror literature at the psychologist

rights

bibliography

sweden: norstedts

2020 – monsters in therapy

CROATIA: FOKUS
Finland: Like
germany: blanvalet
Italy: il saggiatore
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Jägerfeld & Strandberg
at Grandagency.se

author photo: Henric Lindsten

Jenny Jägerfeld is a psychologist and award winning
author, Mats Strandberg is a bestselling horror and
fantasy author. For years, they tried to find an idea
to collaborate on, and now they found the perfect one. They took some of the most iconic
monsters in literature and put them in present
day therapy.

A hybrid of fiction, non fiction and self help

monsters in therapy

A psychologist has disappeared. At her reception a
collection of documents is found: a work journal, letters,
research material and transcriptions of the therapy sessions
she has conducted within the framework of a book project.
In the notes we can follow the conversations with an
identity-disordered doctor, a lesbian psychopath vampire, a
manic scientist’s dreaded offspring and a narcissistic
dandy. They turn out to be some of the most iconic
monsters of Gothic horror literature - Dr. Jekyll, Carmilla,
Frankenstein’s monster and Dorian Gray - and they struggle
with timeless dilemmas that we can all recognize.

monsters in therapy
289 pages

‘‘It is an important political act by Jägerfeld and Strandberg that they, in an
intelligent pop culture way, dig deeper into the literary monsters. If there
is anything we need, to be able to face both the stranger outside and
within, it is this insight; monsters are human, and humans are monsters.”
dagens nyheter, sweden

‘‘Jägerfeld and Strandberg have combined literature and psychology in an
innovative way and created a fertilized art form, a fascinating genre hybrid, or
if you will; their very own Frankensteinian monster.”
psykologtidningen, sweden

Jenny and Mats’s own words on the book

”The idea for this book came to us when we had just seen the
premiere of a theatre adaptation of FRANKENSTEIN. We started
talking about how the classic horror story is actually a family
drama.
We said, jokingly, that it could all have ended so
differently if only Victor, Elizabeth and the
Monster had gone to family therapy. And then we
looked at each other, and we just knew.”
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bibliography

rights

2017 – Finesse: Superior

Sweden: forum

Social Skills

China: Citic

2012 – Get Creative – In an Hour

Czech Republic: Grada

2012 – Better Social Skills
– In an Hour
2011 – How to Get Mental

autho r p hoto: da n iel stigefelt

Super Powers

HENRIK
FEXEUs

Brazil: Verus/Grupo record

2013 – The Power Games

Estoina: Tänapäev
germany: mosaik bei goldmann
GREECE: KEDROS
Japan: Sunmark

2009 – Everyone Gets Some

Korea: Tis Map Publishing

2008 – When You Do What

Latvia: Zvaigzne ABC Publishers

I Want You To
2007 – The Art of Reading Minds

Lithuania: Alma littera
Rumania: Editura Trei
Russia: AST
Serbia: Vulkan

Henrik Fexeus at
Grandagency.se

AN ARTIST and a genious

Slovakia: BRA ( i ) NGY
Taiwan: Fine Press
Thailand: Bee Media Group
Turkey: Diyojen Publishing
uk: Hodder Stoughton
usa: st martin’s press

FINESSE: SUPERIOR SOCIAL SKILLS
The art of social excellence
People with social finesse are more often appointed leaders, get
promoted faster and can quickly create meaningful and deep relationships with others. They are masters in guiding others to where
they need to be and can solve a conflict before it gets heated. This
book explains how to super charge your social skills so you yourself can get “finesse”.
finesse: superior
social skills
300 pages

Over 1.2 million books sold

the art of reading minds
10+ years since his first book The Art of Reading Minds was
first published, over a million copies have been sold of Henrik Fexeus’s books, and they still finds new readers in new
countries. An updated edition of The Art of Reading Minds is
now available, simultaniously with the release of the book at
St Martin’s Press in the US and Hodder Stoughton, UK.
the art of reading
minds
300 pages
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autho r p hoto: GABRiel LILJEVALL

henrik fexeus &
catharina enblad
do everything you want and still feel good
RELOAD – HOW TO BECOME RECOVERY SMART
Henrik Fexeus and Catharina Enblad are both top performers, always productive and creative, and like having full agendas. The idea
to write a book was born when they first met. But they did not want
to write another book about how dangerous it is to stress. Instead,
they wanted to lift the fact that you can continue to do everything
you want and still feel good – if you also make sure to recover.

HENRIK
FEXEUS
CATHARINA
ENBLAD

Knyga
neturintiems
laiko

reload
291 pages
Išmok laiku sustoti
Perdegusioms smegenims yra
tik vienas vaistas – grįžti prie
gyvenimo ištakų. a u g u s t s t r i n d b e r g

bibliography

rights

2019 – RELOAD–HOW TO BECOME RECOVERY SMART

Sweden: forum
Brazil: Editora BestSeller / Grupo Record
Estonia: Tänapäev
Finland: WSOY
Lithuania: Alma Littera

Fexeus & Enblad at
Grandagency.se

The Netherlands: Ten Have
Romania: Trei
Russia: AST
Spain: Diana
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author photo: Rickard L Eriksson

Combining philosophy, psychology and sociology
alternative Facts –
On Knowledge and Its Enemies
We live in the era of ‘post truth’ and as the world is being flooded
with fake news, conspiracy theories and science denial we look
for a solution.
The book explains what distinguishes knowledge from mere opinion, why it is so easy to sow doubt and disinform, why truth is
so hard and how the social nature of human knowledge makes us
vulnerable to the manipulation of trust.
alternative facts
– On Knowledge
and Its Enemies
261 pages

“A thorough, sensible, and beautifully reasoned analysis of one of the
most pressing issues of our time.”
Steven Pinker, Johnstone Professor of Psychology,
Harvard University, and the author of Enlightenment Now

”Knowledge stands at the center of human existence, it is what sets us apart from the other
animals and is what makes human cooperation and progress possible. When knowledge is
under threat we are all under threat. Philosophy gives us the tools we need to understand
the challenges and meet the enemies of knowledge, and I felt that as a philosopher it was
time to step up to the plate.” Åsa Wikforss, on writing the book

sweden’s coolest philosopher
A PhD in philosophy from Columbia University, New York, and a
Professor of Philosophy at Stockholm University and is a member of
the Swedish Academy, the Royal Academy of Sciences and Academia
Europaea.

rights
Sweden: Fri Tanke

Korea: Prunsoop

China: Citic Press

Slovakia: Ikar

Croatia: Ocean More

Taiwan: SpringHill

Denmark: Turbine

Turkey: Epsilon

Finland: Aula & Co
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åsa
Wikforss

Germany: Harper Collins
Hungary: Typotex

bibliography

awards
2019 – Natur & Kultur’s Pop. Science Award
2019 – The ÅForsk Foundation’s Knowledge
Prize

2019 – alternative Facts

Åsa Wikforss at Grandagency.se

sustainable communication
Happy Happy
HAPPY HAPPY is a method that can be used by everyone and
everywhere. The concept is an elevation of win-win, and focuses on
the satisfaction, the relationship, the cooperation and the future.
You will experience increased quality of life and success in all
areas of your personal sphere by reading this book. The method is
based on research and scientific experiments within Psychology,
Behavioral Science and Economics, and is illustrated with basic
examples that everyone will feel comfortable with.

Sold to 16 countries

happy happy – five steps
to reach agreement with
just about anybody
170 pages

“I read Happy Happy on the flight home from the London Book Fair and it instantly hit a nerve.
The promise of being able to reach something bigger and better than win-win is bound to set a
new standard in the world of negotiations. On a professional and on a personal level. I will certainly aim for more “Happy Happy” results in the future!”
Stephanie Walter, Campus Verlag
E
OHAN ÅG
LARS-J

ELTA
VIISI ASK MÄRRYKSEEN
SA
YHTEISYM VÄNSÄ KANS
HY
KENEN

rights
Sweden: volante

ThE Netherlands: Atlas Business

China: Beijing Standway

Norway: Spartacus

Estonia: Pegasus

poland: rebis

Finland: Docendo

Romania: Editura Trei

Germany: Campus

Russia: Eksmo/Bombora

Greece: Dioptra

Taiwan: China Times Publishing Co.

Italy: Longanesi

Ukraine: Family Leisure Club

Korea: Orangepaper Co Ltd

Vietnam: Tre Publishing

bibliography
2019 – happy happy

Professor Lars-Johan Åge is the leading
researcher within the field of negotiations
and has worked together with police
authorities, global companies, and the
American FBI.

Lars Johan Åge at Grandagency.se
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author photo: alexander lindström

(BookisBab)

Sara B. Elfgren & Karl Johnsson
bibliography

rights

2019 – Vei, book 2

Sweden: kartago
Czech Republic: Nakladatelství Zanir
denmark: cobolt

Silver in the
IBPA Benjamin Franklin
Award

FRANCE: Ankama
Norway: Egmont
Poland: Sonia Draga
Turkey: Alfa Yayinlari
USA/UK: Insight Comic (WEL)

A grand matinee in
cartoon format

B. Elfgren and Johnsson at GrandAgency.se

author photo: gabriel liljevall

2017 – Vei, book 1

“A mythic tale that feels both faithful to its source and
enthrallingly original. Wonderful stuff.”
mike carey, author of the unwritten

“Even if, like me, you hava a lifelong obsession with Norse
myths, I promise you’ve never seen them like this – strange,
vivid, real. VEI takes the whole Norse cosmos and turns it on
its head and brings it back to life in one stunning masterstroke.
You cannot miss it.”
vei, book #1

vei, book #2

140 pages

224 pages

lev grossman, author of the magician books

emil maxén
bibliography

rights

2019 – THE DOOMSDAY COOKO

Sweden: cobolt

Great Jobal from Krokjala 3
2017 – SNATCHER IN THE RYE

Dark and playful
when nature meets
fantasy

Great Jobal from Krokjala 2
2016 – THE BEWITCHED BAG

awards
2019 – The Albert Engström Award

Great Jobal from Krokjala 1

for young artists

Emil Maxén at Grandagency.se

GREAT JOBAL FROM KROKJALA
The big-nosed trickster and half-troll Great Jobal
survives by plundering deserted houses in the
godforsaken countryside of Inälvsdalen. Everyone
fears him and the Armageddon of the rural areas is
waiting around the corner.

Inspired by old folk tales
and medieval fabel animals
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THE bewitched
bag

SNATCHER IN
THE RYE

THE DOOMSDAY
CUCKOO

71 pages

59 pages

64 pages

grand audio original
the GREAT betrayal

rights

Karin Aspenström

Sweden: Bonnier bookery

Psychological thriller about obsession and infidelity.
1 episode, 3 hours

1 episode, 3 hours

Read more at Grandagency.se

The Darkness Between Us
Molly & Rolf Börjlind

Denmark: Gyldendal

Psychological thriller about a family’s dark
secrets and wounds.

8 episodes, 8 hours

rights
Finland: Schildts & Söderström
Germany: Btb/Random House
Netherlands: AW Bruna

Read more at Grandagency.se

Norway: Gyldendal

tick tick boom

rights

Lotta Fritzdorf & Johan Rosenlind

Sweden: Bonnier bookery

Contemporary drama thriller about violent
masculinity and protecting the weak.
The sequel FRONTMAN out in November 2020!
10 episodes, 10 hours

Read more at Grandagency.se

slumber

rights

Lena Ollmark & Håkan Östlundh

Sweden: Tiden/Norstedts

Eerie, nerve-wracking thriller with classic horror
settings.

8 episodes, 6 hours

Denmark: Gyldendal STEREO

Read more at Grandagency.se

5 maria wern titles
Anna Jansson

Playing With Fire
All You Wish For
Summer Night
Death Always Speaks the Truth
Blood on the Dance Floor

rights
Sweden: Tiden/Norstedts
Finland: Gummerus

Read more at Grandagency.se
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